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Welcome to the world of Ted L. Nancy. Some have called him inspired, some have called him a goofball,
and many have wondered who Ted really is. All we know is that Ted loves to write and it shows-Extra
Nutty! is chock full of nut, a record of real live correspondence from America's favorite pen pal to a cross-
section of this great nation. Extra Nutty! is bursting with all new letters showing Ted at his looniest. Take,
for example, this: Dear Business Permits Dept.: I want to apply for a business permit in your fine city...I
operate the Soup & Sleep Restaurants. You can either order soup or sleep. A hostess will greet you and you
would say, "I'd like to sleep." She will lead you to a table where you can catch a few winks. Or this: Dear
Helena Ocean & Dog Licensing Dept: I will stage the play "Mark Twain with Tourette's Syndrome.". . . Let
me know what arrangements I need to make to store my anchovie tank at your seaport. Thank you. I await
large crowds. Or even this: Dear Kmart: I have invented a male underpants liner...This liner fits right in your
shorts and can be thrown away after 15 weeks. I have been wearing the same pair of underwear for 105 days
now and although they feel a little stretchy they are perfectly clean. Ted's unique way of looking at the
world-and how the world responds to Ted's schemes-is captured here in this extra nutty, hugely hilarious
collection.
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From reader reviews:

Frances Hairston:

Have you spare time for the day? What do you do when you have much more or little spare time? That's
why, you can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to
take a move, shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or read a book titled Extra Nutty? Maybe
it is for being best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time using your favorite's book,
you can wiser than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have additional opinion?

Patricia Nebeker:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students since they're still students or it for all people in the
world, the particular best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that problem above. Every
person has diverse personality and hobby per other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they don't
desire do that. You must know how great and also important the book Extra Nutty. All type of book can you
see on many options. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Edith Macklin:

This Extra Nutty are reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The key reason
why of this Extra Nutty can be on the list of great books you must have will be giving you more than just
simple reading food but feed anyone with information that probably will shock your earlier knowledge. This
book is definitely handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions at e-book and
printed kinds. Beside that this Extra Nutty giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary,
giving you trial run of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day action. So , let's have it and enjoy
reading.

John Moore:

A lot of guide has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by internet on social media. You can
choose the best book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is called of book
Extra Nutty. You can add your knowledge by it. Without causing the printed book, it may add your
knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about e-book. It
can bring you from one spot to other place.
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